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Since the Middle Ages a significant number of foreigners
have claimed France as ‘‘home.’’ Yet, not until the 1789
Revolution and the later Civil Code was the distinction made
between the ‘‘national and the foreigner’’ (Noiriel 9). France’s
republican model which promotes effectively effacing all ethnic,
religious and/or cultural markers in favor of a unitarian model of
society has ‘‘undermined ‘ethnic’ communities of origin and
facilitated the emergence of a relatively homogeneous ‘civil
status’’’ which, in turn, has sabotaged immigrant groups’ claims
to difference and uniqueness in the past (Noiriel 9). Up until the
1980s, absorption of immigrants from Eastern Europe, Italy, and
Spain was met with little opposition. However, in the last twenty
years unrest in the banlieues, the word of choice of the French
mainstream (particularly the media) to describe the urban, often
violent neighborhoods on the peripheries of large cities in France,
has increasingly drawn lines between the franc� ais-de-souche
(white-Catholic-French) and those of color, primarily ‘‘new’’
immigrants from North and sub-Saharan Africa.

The word banlieue has changed meaning as the tides of
immigration from these non-European countries increase,
inciting the media to formulate blanket clichés about the groups
housed in these urban seedy ghettos of France. Where once
banlieue was used to connote the pristine white middle to upper-
middle class neighborhoods around Paris and other large, urban
centers it is now, more often than not, a highly charged word
used to describe a hyper-masculinized, violent space saturated
with delinquency, social unrest, gangs, drugs, and random car
burnings. A favorite comparison is often made by French
extremist, right-wing politicians to the ‘‘hoods’’ of large
American inner cities.
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The banlieues are peripheral in many respects. They are
located on the physical margins of cities such as Paris, where
subsidized public housing projects are the norm and urban
blight is the rule. Metaphorically, they relegate ethnic immi-
grants as well as the Beurs (sons and daughters of North African
immigrants born, raised and schooled in France) to the margins
because of their skin color and/or foreign look. In both
instances this marginality allows mainstream French society,
the media, the extreme right Front National party led by Jean-
Marie Le Pen, and conservative anti-immigration pundits (who
adhere to republican ideology when politics are concerned) to
proselytize against them.1

The banlieue with all its negative associations in contem-
porary France grounds the central question of this article: Can
unity, the foundation of the French Republic as set forth by
French philosophers and government planners such as Jean-
Jacques Rousseau and Jules Ferry in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, co-exist with the wishes of ethnic
minorities (marginalized in the banlieues) who today claim the
right to be French and other at the same time? In an effort to
address this question, this article is divided into three parts. Part
I identifies certain issues relevant to the unfavorable conditions
found in the banlieues and offers some definitions for the
cultural makeup found there. Particularly important is under-
standing the Beurs and what they represent to the French
mainstream as well as defining how ethnic minority groups are
reshaping definitions by which to describe these urban spaces.
As banlieue dwellers suggest, stereotypes of delinquency and
degeneracy dissuade more positive conceptions that could be
used to describe contemporary urban cultures. Part II provides
a brief history of French ideology surrounding immigration and
the original tenants of the French republic. These are important
concepts to understand when considering questions of multi-
ethnicity in contemporary France and inherent ideological
discourses on ethnicity. The French model does not promote
(unlike the United States) the heterological melting-pot
conceptualization of society when defining French contempor-
ary culture. Part III analyzes hip-hop culture (which includes
music, dance, art) and banlieue film in urban France and what
these art forms are and are not doing for minority groups who
claim the right to difference and ethnic diversity to define
themselves as well as French citizenship.
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Part I: Being Beur in the French Republic
‘‘Home is where I eat my bread’’ writes Beur author Leı̈la

Houari in her 1985 novel Zeida de nulle part (Zeida from
Nowhere) whose heroine Zeida searches for her identity in-
between her European environment and the Moroccan home-
land of her parents.2 Cultivating the feeling of home in France is
problematic for some, and virtually impossible for most
Algerian, Moroccan, and Tunisian urban immigrants and their
children who are known as the Beurs. These second and third
generations of immigrant Maghrebian children (Maghreb is the
word for ‘‘West’’ in Arabic referring to Algeria, Morocco, and
Tunisia) are living in the complexity of a multicultural identity
in a country that refuses to acknowledge the multiethnic origins
of its population. As this citation suggests, Beur is a strange
word in which to categorize oneself:

It is a word based on a very irrational construction, produced by a

complex [linguistic] manipulation known as ‘verlan’ (or backwards

talk).3 The word ‘‘Arabe’’ in French is deformed into ‘‘Beur’’ in verlan.

Beur should not to be confused with ‘‘Beurre’’ –the word for butter in

French.4 Although perhaps ‘‘irrational’’ the sense of the word is clear

within the French modern day psyche: it means an adolescent born in

France [or Francophone Europe] whose parents are from the Maghreb.5

‘‘Home,’’ then, in terms of multiculturality for Beur authors and
filmmakers as well as for those living on the streets in urban
ghettos is a problematic emblem. Through the development and
cultivation of artistic expression, manifesting in the forms of
music, art, and film, urban immigrant communities in France
are carving out their own identities and championing their
‘‘droit à la différence,’’ the right to be different.

Immigrant groups’ demand for the right to be different and
recognition of ethnic specificity present some tough socio-
political challenges for France’s republican ideals. David Blatt
notes in his article ‘‘Immigrant Politics in a Republican Nation’’
that because the French state is based on a ‘‘republican model
[that] conceives of integration as a process by which individuals
subordinate their particularist origins and accept membership in
a unitary nation-state defined by reference to a universal set of
values’’ the very idea of otherness and difference attack the deep
seated French soul which has prided itself on overcoming
incongruence within the population since Rousseau and the
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ideals of the French Revolution of 1789 (Blatt 46). In a special
June 2000 European edition of Time Magazine dedicated to
contemporary France (the edition’s title: ‘‘A French Renais-
sance: France is struggling to re-invent itself. It just might
succeed ’’), contributing journalist Thomas Sancton scrutinizes
the contentious link between republicanism and France’s
minorities stating that although ‘‘France is enriched by its
differences and its cultures’’ the country’s republican ideology
lies in direct contrast to the multicultural ideal of Great Britain
and the US ‘‘where diverse ethnic, linguistic and religious
groups enjoy rights and recognition based on their minority
status’’ (Sancton 63). As Michèle Tribalat, an immigration
specialist and French demographer states, ‘‘In France, once
you’re French, you’re French and that’s it’’ (Sancton 63). Such
an ideology worked efficiently when assimilating hundreds of
Spanish, Portugese, and Italians who immigrated to France
following the French Revolution of 1789 Sancton notes. These
southern European groups eventually became ‘‘acceptable’’
Frenchmen, adopting and melding into French culture (Sancton
63). Yet, reviewing the current debates centered around
immigration and ethnicity in contemporary France, it becomes
essential to realize that the difference between immigrant groups
of yesteryears and today lies in the type of ‘‘assimilation’’ these
waves experienced. The Portugese, Spanish, and Italians most
importantly were never colonized by France. It is this difference,
I contend, that is at the heart of ethnic strife in France today.
Assimilation for these European groups was more a question of
‘‘acculturation’’ to a country that they came to for economic
benefit and with whom they already shared basic southern-
European-Mediterranean, ‘‘Latin’’, values (such as the catholic
religion, traditions, and common linguistic roots), not to mention
skin color. This difference in assimilation in terms of ethnic
origins was the subject of a recent November 2001 issue of Le
Nouvel Observateur, a leading French news magazine whose
feature article asked ‘‘Où vont les Beurs’’ ? (Where Are the Beurs
Going?). Young, Beur interviewee Tarek Kawtari poignantly
expresses the incongruence of French assimilation as it presents
itself every day in his Maghrebian family’s life:

When you understand that your parents were colonized by the country

where you live, which is never brought up either at school or at home;

when you never see a French person come to your house, and your
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family never invites French people over; wheny everyday ‘‘they’’ make

you feel like you are ‘‘one too many,’’ all this creates a milieu of

contention that becomes more and more stifling. (Anquetil et al 7)6

Part II: The Pitfalls of French Assimilationist Policies
In order to determine where the Beurs are going, a link must

be made between present ideology surrounding assimilation and
the former civilizing mission (mission civilisatrice), the under-
lying philosophy of French colonialism (particularly in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries). The colonizing-civilizing
mission expanded the empire of France from the seventeenth to
mid-twentieth centuries with the extreme goal of making the
conquered ‘‘French’’ in name, culture, and language. The
colonized were absorbed into the French realm and expected
to embrace their adopted Frenchness, or Francisation, as the
process was known, with open arms. Those foreigners living in
France were also expected to kowtow to French republican
ideology promoting the solid centralization of the French state.
National decrees such as the 1888 Decree sought to ‘‘grant
immigrants the same type of civil status as French nationals’’
with the understanding that these immigrants would adopt
‘‘new Christian name[s]’’ in order to adhere to the ‘‘logic of
republican law [that struggled] to eliminate all traces of origins’’
(Noiriel 74).

Today Beur and banlieue filmmakers and rap artists contest
the legacy of colonialism, the civilizing mission, and decrees
such as that of 1888 which they maintain are still present in the
psyche of the French nation. Still at the heart of France’s
nation-state model is the need to promote unity, gather all
citizens under one republican umbrella, and assimilate and
eradicate all markers of difference within the population. This
model is based on the belief that through the machine à
francisation, as minister Adophe Landry expressed in 1914,
France will be protected from ‘‘the formation of nonindigenous
cores that might alter our race’’ (Noiriel 84-85).

In 2002, past colonial assimilationist policies promoting
France’s contemporary republican ideas of national unity are
being challenged by groups such as the Beurs. In addition to this
challenge, French politicians are faced with how to accommo-
date new immigrant groups of diverse peoples who insist on
keeping their traditional backgrounds. Particularly since the
1980s, the tension between republican pundits and people not
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considered Franc� ais-de-souche has increased. Instead of seeking
manners through which to mediate a dialogue between the
supporters of the republican model and those who advocate
their right to be different, these camps have become polarized.
Since 1988 the republican model has been increasingly
questioned by immigrant groups and civil rights leaders. The
rise of the right, notably Jean-Marie Le Pen’s racist Front
National (The National Front Party) in some regions has won
35% of the vote in French regional elections. Violence in the
banlieues and the importance of Islam (the religion of choice of
an estimated 10% of the French population) have also
contributed to tensions in contemporary France both in socio-
cultural and political areas. Hard line legislature such as La loi
Pasqua, which in 1993 revoked the ‘‘the automatic right of
citizenship for the descendants of immigrants born in France,’’
is one of the most egregious affronts to people of non-French
origin (Higbee 52). Even current president Jacques Chirac has
made racists statements, further fueling the fire of anti-
immigrant sentiment. In a speech he gave in 1991, Chirac
overtly claimed that he expressed sympathy with French white
people who disliked the ‘‘noise and smell associated with
immigrant families’’’ making up the almost six million ethnic
minority immigrants (13% of the total population) in France
(Higbee 52).

Particularly problematic are the racial and ethnic tensions
that have slowly been building in the banlieues of France’s
urban centersFParis, Lyon, Marseille, LilleFwhere second
and third generation kids of Maghrebian decent make up a
majority of the population in these areas. The Beurs are
challenging the patriarchy of France claiming that being born in
France makes them French, yet their Maghrebian heritage
makes them different. Hip-hop culture and rap music have
become the most popular means through which to voice their
demands for cultural and ethnic recognition.

Part III: Hip-Hop Culture: Melting Pot or Salad Bowl?
Rap, Raı̈, and Film

French rap made its debut in 1982 with the group Chagrin
d’Amour whose members recorded the first rap music in France
on a long-playing album (Prévos 41). Today the music of choice
among the urban youth in the banlieues is rap and raı̈.
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Contemporary raı̈ (which is currently extremely popular in
France and throughout Europe) is a mixture of melodic
traditional Algerian melodies and coarse French pop. Raı̈ is
actually an old musical form born in western Algeria, more
precisely in the city of Oran in the early 1920s. The word ‘‘raı̈ ’’
in Algerian has many cognates with meanings ranging from
‘‘a way of seeing,’’ ‘‘an opinion,’’ ‘‘a point of view’’ to ‘‘an aim,’’
‘‘a plan,’’ ‘‘a thought,’’ ‘‘a judgement,’’ and/or ‘‘a will’’ (Schade-
Poulsen 14). Its lyrics draw on love poetry and Bedouin folk
music. It was first sung by female meddahas at private gatherings
and, more often, by cheikhas (the most famous was Rimitti) who
performed in cafes, bordellos, and bars. In the 1950s modern raı̈
began incorporating American jazz and mambo from island
cultures. These modern renditions were sung by young men
known as chebs. In the 1980s and 90s raı̈ songs, sung by notables
such as Cheb Mami and Cheb Khaled, became subversive
musical forms challenging the Algerian establishment as well
as the Islamic fundamentalists who inflicted terror across
the country throughout the 1990s (Schade-Poulsen 14-18). The
violence which has defined almost every sector of contemporary
Algerian society has also struck Algerian musicians. Two well-
known singers, Cheb Hasni and Lounes Matoub, were gunned
down for their artistic popularity. Hasni was assassinated in
1994 by Algerian fundamentalists and Matoub in 1998 by what
is believed to be the military for inciting unrest among the
Berber communities which have challenged the Algerian
government for years for recognition of their minority status
and unique ethnic background. The assassinations of these
singers brought raı̈ music to the foreground, making it one of
the most popular world musical forms in recent years. Beur
youth in France turned to raı̈ out of solidarity with their
parents’ homeland, a lost past, and with Algerian relatives
suffering from the civil war. The music became a means of
rooting the Beurs’ own contemporary cultural identity. The
importance of the music recorded by these young urban youths
(as well as by other groups living in the marginalized sectors of
France) has drawn the world music scene’s attention. Raı̈ ’s
appeal in the last few years has grown and been adopted by
European and Anglo-American hip-hop culture, becoming
popular among both whites and other ethnic groups. Raı̈, like
rap, challenges the establishment, subverts the norm and seeks
to establish a new social order that is more equitable for all
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concerned. These musical forms fracture unity and promote a
new model of heterological subjectivity that is not rooted in the
political status quo. Rap, raı̈, and hip-hop culture, as Russell
Potter notes, create a ‘‘new vernacular’’ of ‘‘insurrectionary
knowledges’’ that are juxtaposed to traditional ‘‘historical
societal forces’’ allowing the oppressed to at last ‘‘fight the
powers that be’’ (Potter 23).

Creating a new vernacular through which to fight the status
quo is extremely problematic within the French republican
system, known for its rigidity and reticence in recognizing
difference. Alluding to their unique struggle, young raı̈ and rap
singers in France often exclaim, ‘‘I’m French, formed by the
Republican School system. I’m a young Maghrebian who mixes
two languages, Arabic and French. Voila! I’m a Muslim Made
in France!’’ (Anquetil 9).7 Beur artists who participate in the
generating of hip-hop culture in France, like their American
counterparts, challenge racism. Yet Beur artists must also tackle
entrenched French republican politics that uphold assimilation
as non-negotiable, the sine qua non of the French nation,
coupled with age-old stereotypes rooted in colonial references
and the stigma of the marginalized banlieue. As the multiethnic
group Fonky Family sings in their song Nique tout (Fuck
Everything) ‘‘on est prêt de tout abuser’’ (‘we’re ready to abuse
everything). These anti-establishment sentiments are echoed by
singers Djel & Pone who exclaim in a song named for them on
the Fonky Family album ‘‘Art de Rue,’’ ‘‘va te faire enculer si ça
te gêne mon bruit’’ (go fuck yourself if my noise bothers you).
Singers from the group Bams call for a new society: ‘‘formons
notre société dans la société ’’ (we make [our own] society in
society). This new society, marginalized yet within, as Fonky
Family sings in Entre deux feux (Between Two Fires), breaks
down sociocultural barriers between French and Other to allow
for a new way of seeing: ‘‘C’est notre mannière de voir/c’est
comment on vit entre ciel et terre’’ (it’s our way of seeing/that’s
how we live between heaven and earth).

Contemporary issues as cited above have been focal points
for many young urban Beur rappers and raı̈ singers as well as
banlieue artists, authors, and filmmakers. Like their rap and raı̈
counterparts, Beur filmmakers are seeking to upset the main-
stream. Since the 1980s, Beur films have proliferated. More than
thirty films were made between 1980 and 1990 by Beur
filmmakers (Rosello 148). The cultivation of the banlieue film
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genre (which has also included young urban directors who are
not necessarily Beur) is a direct response to the images offered
to the public by mainstream French media which, particularly in
the 1990s, represented the ‘‘banlieue as a highly stigmatized
social space.’’ The word itself became synonymous with
‘‘disadvantaged housingyof the urban periphery,’’ and equated
with ‘‘a site of delinquency, violence and alterity, identified
primarily with male youth of North African origin’’ (Higbee
53). The most striking aspect of Beur and banlieue film, and a
key point on which we should focus, is how these young
filmmakers champion the right to be different within a
globalized network of ethnic diversity. This globalized network
is, as francophone scholar Mireille Rosello remarks,
‘‘a strategyy of ambiguous alliances’’ (Rosello 150). These
alliances are not particularly racially based, nor ethnically
specific. Such an example of this blending of culture and
ethnicity is best noted in the 1991 rap song by the group IAM,
Do the Raı̈ Thing (a title they chose in English), ‘‘in which
allusions to Spike Lee’s popular film and to the Algerian
musical style of Khaled and others’’ are melded together (Prévos
45). Beur and banlieue films are analogous in themes and
content to the hip-hop music scene. Like the music, Beur and
banlieue filmmakers blend cultures as diverse as the colors of
their characters’ skins.

The films 100% Arabica, Salut Cousin! (Hey Cousin!), La
Haine (Hate), and Bye, Bye focus on multiethnic alliances
forged between the young people of urban regions. These bonds
are solidified through these youths’ common view that they are
all equally ghettoized by mainstream France. Ethnic identity
becomes ambivalent, little heed is paid to skin color or religious/
ethnic/linguistic backgrounds. This is particularly noticeable in
Mathieu Kassovitz’s La Haine (1995) in which the three heros of
the film represent three different ethnic backgrounds: Vincent
(Vinz) is a white Jew, Hubert is black African, and Saı̈d is a
North-African Arab. Although in La Haine puns and jokes
based on race are bantered back and forth between Vincent,
Hubert, and Saı̈d, these three street-wise youths are still linked
by their common disadvantaged status. They are constantly
juxtaposed to the threatening Français-de-souche white estab-
lishment, the signifier par excellence of France’s mainstream
population. In their efforts to bond together at all costs in order
to survive, Kassovitz’s characters live by the modern day creed
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of la culture des banlieuesFthe culture of the streetsFwhich is
curiously based on ‘‘a new discourseythat is [a] de-ethnicized
and de-essentialized paradigm [for a] coalition [of] communities
[that reifies a] reassuringly re-universalized entity’’ (Rosello
153). The Beur identity first defined by those of North African
heritage, becomes an urban identity embraced by all who live in
the banlieue in La Haine.

The popularity of Beur and banlieue cinema demonstrates
that street culture now has appeal for mainstream France,
particularly French white youth who view it as cool. Beur has
blended with hip-hop culture which, in turn, has been coopted
by the white-middle class. According to Time Magazine’s June
2000 issue, ‘‘France produces and consumes more rap music
than any other country after the U.S.y Hip-hop accounts for
between 15% and 20% of French record sales’’ (Le Quesne 66).
Rap has further aided in linking the globalized network of
urban culture by creating a universal language that is rooted in
Maghrebian, African, American, and Island cultures, peppering
the lingo with Arab expressions and African slang. The
popularity of the rap scene marks the fact that, as one journalist
put it, ‘‘for the first time in 30 yearsyFrench teenagers have
related to a French musical formyNew communities are rising
up and the white Christian community’s going to have to share
power’’ (Le Quesne 66). Ironically les cités, housing projects
built in the 60s and 70s in France to keep immigrant
communities ‘‘assimilated’’ on the peripheries of mainstream
French society, are now brought into pleine vue through the
popularity of the urban scene that is vibrantly depicted in music
and film from the hoods.

Hip-hop culture and its influence on mainstream France
are depicted by the following analyses of films by Beur and
banlieue filmmakers through what I have determined to be three
thematic categories (recognizable in film and in Beur literature).
The first category of films challenges the traditionalism of the
Beurs’ parents (homeland, religion, customs). Beur filmmaker
Mahmoud Zemmouri’s film 100% Arabica (1997) provides a
perfect example of the Beurs’ questioning of their heritage. The
second category subverts the French language and French
mainstream culture. This trope is particularly evident in the film
Salut Cousin! (Hey Cousin, 1997), directed by Franco-Algerian
Merzak Allouache who takes a look at integration (or lack
thereof) of the Beurs. Finally, the third category of films seeks to
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educate the French white mainstream by dispelling myths about
the banlieue that are held to be truths. Mathieu Kassovitz’s film,
La Haine (Hate, 1995) challenges stereotypes about urban
ghettos notably by attacking the French media and its
manipulation of urban tensions, particularly during the
banlieues riots of the 1990s. Karim Dridi’s Bye, Bye (1995)
holds up a mirror to the face of French society, forcing
all to see that contemporary France’s population is one of many
colors.

100% Arabica confronts the traditionalism which often
goads the children of immigrant communities. Habitually this
traditionalism is viewed by the Beurs’ parents as the only way to
hold on to memories of a homeland to which they will never
return. For their children, reference to the ‘‘homeland’’ is
mythical, having become ‘‘deformed by a heritage that suffers
from a de-valorization [of ] its imagery’’ because it is so far
removed from the Beurs’ field of reference and often cheapened
by popular discourse and stereotypes in France surrounding
colonial history and North African peoples (Begag 49). The
growing popularity of Islamic fundamentalism that particularly
in the 1990s threatened to overtake the banlieues of France, is
one of the direct results of the Beurs’ ambiguous place
in-between the mythical homeland of their parents and the
hostile world of mainstream France. Often this ambiguity leads
the children of immigrants down paths that only further
marginalize them from both their parents and mainstream
France. In the 1990s many Beurs turned to Islam as a means
to find acceptance and bridge the gap between themselves
and their parents’ foreign origins. In general, seeking to find
out what it means to be Beur, or an Arab who speaks French
but embraces Islam, has proved detrimental to the
children of immigrant communities because recourse to
fundamentalism is exactly part of the reason racism in France
is on the rise.

100% Arabica opened in French theaters in 1997. Although
simplistic in story line, the film offers a satirical commentary on
certain pressing oppressive aspects of extremist Islam and its
impact on urban children of North-African descent. The action
of the film takes place primarily in the poverty-stricken, rent-
controlled neighborhoods on the outskirts of Paris. The
neighborhood’s nickname, 100% Arabica (like the coffeeFa
blend of different beans) also alludes to the mixing of many
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different people of color. The place connotes a rough environ-
ment, infested with gangs, rampant crime, and juvenile
delinquency. The district’s totally out of touch white
Mayor Benoit (seeking reelection and to restore order to the
neighborhood), offers subsidies to Slimane, the Muslim cleric of
the local mosque, on the condition that he will keep his flock
docile and out of trouble with the French authorities. Slimane
stops at nothing to encourage men to come back into the fold of
Islam. Although tongue and cheek, Memmouri points a
finger at the tactics used by hardline fundamentalists in
poverty stricken areas of urban France. The director also
openly criticizes corrupt French officials who have basically
ignored fundamentalist coercion of young people in these
immigrant communities. As long as things remain calm
Mayor Benoit will continue to pay Slimane the subsidies he
demands. Yet, the mosque remains practically empty due
to the perseverence of the popular raı̈ band, Rap Oriental
featuring famous real life raı̈ singers Cheb Khaled and
Cheb Mami. Due to the popularity of the music Slimane is
losing converts. The clash of hip-hop modernity and antiquated
Islamic belief trap the young people of the banlieue, in a
no-man’s land of ambiguous identity. In particular, this
ambiguity places the young men of 100% Arabica between
the poles of ‘‘a double identity magnet’’ (Begag et al 47).
Describing this ambiguous site of contention, contemporary
Beur scholars Azouz Begag and Abdellatif Chaouite suggest
that young Beurs are pulled apart by two opposing forces:
family obligations and Maghrebian traditions lie at one pole
and at the other are the social institutions of France. These ‘‘two
spheres of reference are stacked together, one on top of the
other, but do not speak the same language and are often
problematic’’ (Begag et al 47).

In addition to exposing the danger of Islamic fundament-
alism in the ghettos, Zemmouri’s larger message to the white
French mainstream is that this urban multiethnic culture
will not go away. Perhaps raı̈ music will help to bridge the
gap of understanding between cultures as it seeps out into
mainstream France. In one scene imam Slimane and his
fellow Islamic fundamentalist henchmen, after plotting their
next strategy for the mosque in a local café, remark on the
influence of raı̈ music even on whites. Slimane irately comments
to Madjid (his right-hand man) on the tenacity of raı̈ fever as a
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popular song by Cheb Khaled blasts from the white café
owner’s jukebox:

Slimane: T’as vu ça? [Did you see that?]

Même les gaulois se mettent au raı̈ maintenant? Je te previens, si on rate

le coup on n’a qu’à se convertir en discothèque! [Even the Frenchies are

listening to raı̈ now? I’m warning you, if we miss this one, we might as

well convert [the Mosque] into a disco].

The second category of films uses the theme of linguistic
subversion as a backdrop for ethnic social messages. The Beurs
deformation of the French language in order to adapt it to a
more multicultural environment is the subject of Algerian
director Merzak Allouache’s 1997 film Salut Cousin! Mok, the
leading protagonist, forces the French language to submit to
new rules and linguistic patterns. He uses French fables by
seventeenth century poet Jean de La Fontaine in his rap music,
thus metaphorically melding French to Other, west to east, and
past literary history to contemporary hip-hop. Turning assim-
ilationist ideology upside down, Mok demonstrates his efforts
to incorporate his French schooling into his everyday urban
North-African immigrant life. His particular choice of La
Fontaine’s fable The Country Rat and the City Rat metaphori-
cally alludes to Mok, the city dweller, and his cousin Alilo, right
off the boat from Algeria.8 Alilo comes to Paris to pick up a
suitcase of women’s dresses he is supposed to take to sell back in
Algeria. The two have a variety of misadventures involving
racial attacks, nasty debt collectors, and romance. The difficulty
of being a Beur, and thus a person of color in French society, is
the principal theme of the film. Although serious, the tone stays
relatively light, marking Allouache’s commitment to humor as
the most effective manner through which to reach the hearts of
the French. In one scene Mok effectuates what I define as
reverse-assimilation by putting his love of La Fontaine on stage,
adapting the words of this famous French lyricist (who was fond
of little forest animals and Epicurean morality) to a rap context,
much to the chagrin of the multiethnic audience who rebuffs the
French school lesson and shouts at Mok to get off the stage:
‘‘C’est nul, on ne veut pas une leçon de grammairey c’est pas
l’école ici’’ [That sucks, we don’t want a grammar lessonythis
isn’t school]. The irrate audience rejects Mok’s attempt to faire
passer a French literary icon, preferring instead to formulate
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their own linguistic discourse within new rap formulae fashioned
from their own sociocultural knowledge.

Category three exposes Beur and banlieue filmmakers’
efforts to dispel certain myths surrounding urban culture.
French media hype (and how it contributes to the further
marginalization of France’s immigrant groups through high
profile exaggerations of delinquency and violence within urban
society) is one of the subjects treated in Mathieu Kassovitz’s
1995 film, La Haine (Hate). Hailed as the Spike Lee of France,
Kassovitz’s work (based on the events of the real life murder of
Makomé, a Zairean killed in a police station), is particularly
effective with respect to exposing the harsh reality of urban
culture in the ghetto through the eyes of Saı̈d, Hubert, and
Vincent in a 24-hour period (Vincendeau 321). On a more
positive side, the film also promotes the creativity of hip-hop
culture; the music, the dance, and the strong bonds between the
urban young who, because of their common lot in life, succeed
in living in harmony overlooking boundaries of race, culture,
and ethnic heritage. This glorification of multiethnic urban
youth culture is one of the aspects that has made the film an
international success.

Questioning the French media’s stereotypes which have
encapsulated urban ethnic populations in blanket clichés of
delinquency, violence, and apathy is evidenced particularly in
one scene in which a French TV news team, seeking a scoop on
the recent riots in the Parisian ghetto Thoiry (an adjacent
banlieue on the outskirts of Paris), tries to interview Saı̈d,
Hubert, and Vinz, who profess that they had nothing to do with
the uprisings and car burnings:

News reporter (calling out from the safety of her news van):

‘‘MessieursyMessieursyest-ce que vous avez participé aux émeutes?

Est-ce que vous avez cassé quelque chose?’’ [Hey, did you guys

participate in the riots? Did you break anything?]

Vinz: ‘‘Eh? Madame, on est quoi pour vous?’’ [What? Lady, what are we

for you?]

News reporter: Maisyrien. [Wellynothing.]

Hubert: ‘‘On n’est pas à Thiory iciy’’ [This isn’t Thiory.]

Although the film is centered more on the sad state of urban
blight, at certain instances Kassovitz counters this bleakness by
showing positive scenes highlighting the rich vibrant and artistic
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life of the banlieue where break-dancing (known as ‘‘le smurf ’’),
rap music, and colorful, clever banter provide moments of
diversion from the cold harsh reality of drugs and police
brutality. Through the dialogue exchanged between these young
men of the hood the heavy handed tactics of French forces of
order are constantly revealed, exposing the common belief held
by Saı̈d and his friends that banlieue kids, particularly those of
Arab descent, will ‘‘not survive for more than an hour in a
police station’’ (Vincendeau 321). The film, shot in black and
white, oscillates between being a stylistic film-noir and a harsh
documentary designed in the fashion of cinéma-verité as
Kassovitz attempts to ‘‘shock and please, balancingy realism
withynervous energy’’ (Vincendeau 316).

The 1995 film Bye, Bye by Franco-Tunisian director Karim
Dridi (which debuted the same year as La Haine) has also been
labeled a banlieue film and seeks to dispel myths about urban
ethnic life. Dridi denies that his film may be considered ‘‘Beur.’’
He actually dislikes the term and has always disassociated
himself from it, preferring rather that his work be placed in the
category of banlieue cinema. However, the film’s principal
protagonists are two young Beur brothers (of Tunisian
ethnicity). After a family catastrophe the brothers leave Paris
for Marseille where their uncle’s family lives. Ismail the elder
brother is haunted by the fire which engulfed the family’s
Parisian apartment, consuming his handicapped younger
brother Nourredine. Ismail blames himself, since he was
supposed to have kept vigilant watch over his younger sibling.
As a result, the family leaves Paris to return to the bled (family
village) in Tunisia. Ismail is instructed by his father to
accompany Mouloud, his youngest brother, from Marseilles
to Tunisia by boat, where they hope to all remain indefinitely.
Once in Marseille at their uncle’s home, however, Mouloud
becomes caught up in a local drug dealer’s ring. Although Ismail
finds work to earn money for Mouloud’s passage back to Tunisia,
he slowly realizes that he must rescue his little brother from the
delinquency to which he is drawn and find a better place for them
both to live. Running away, back to the bled, is not the answer
since neither of them share any affinity with the Tunisian culture
of their father’s homeland, certainly Mouloud, who was born and
raised all of his 14 years in France (Higbee 56).

Bye, Bye completes a cogent discourse on the merits of
recognizing multiethnic communities in contemporary France.
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This film most effectively posits the question, ‘‘What is home?’’
for the immigrant and/or the person of color living in France. Is
it simply where ‘‘one can eat his/her bread,’’ as author Leı̈la
Houari would have us believe? ‘‘Whether to uphold the
patriarchal law of the bled and return Mouloud to Tunisia, or
allow him to remain in France and determine his own future’’ is
not only a key theme in the film, but also alludes to the larger
more ‘‘symbolic of issues surrounding identity and belonging
which continue to confront French people of North African
descent’’ (Higbee 58). Like Kassovitz, Dridi is resigned to
exposing the xenophobia that exists in contemporary France
and which renders acceptance problematic for the Beurs on a
daily basis. The filmmaker’s deft treatment of racism is most
evident in a scene in which local white nationalists Ludo and his
friends harass Mouloud and his cousin Rhida telling them they
should go back to ‘‘where they belong.’’ For Ludo and his pals,
pundits of extreme right nationalist discourse, all immigrants
are lumped into one mass of invaders sucking away France’s
national identity. Ludo (who is, incidentally, of Italian origin)
and his pals make no distinction between Algerians, Tunisians,
and Moroccans (for the thugs they are Algerians, reminders of a
lost and glorious imperial epoch and a bloody 8 year war which
led to Algerian independence). ‘‘The fear of métissage,’’ the
dissolution of France’s ‘‘pure’’ ethnic heritage, spurs this little
band of white supremacists to call for ‘‘eradication’’ of the
foreign, unwanted element housed within French society
(Higbee 57). ‘‘Send them back to where they belong’’ is Ludo’s
favorite slogan, uttered over tall glasses of beer: ‘‘ici c’est la
France’’ [This is France], ‘‘la pauvre Francey’’ [poor France].

Dridi’s work holds a mirror up to the face of the French
(Re)public, showing a reflection that is not one color, but many.
Yet his conception of the banlieue takes on new contours.
Unlike Kassovitz’s work, Dridi’s story does not take place in the
peripheral banlieue, but in central Marseille which has always
been multiethnic. Rerouting the events of the film away
from the banlieue, Dridi places his story in the multiethnic
neighborhoods of Le Panier district of this major port city
which for centuries has housed diverse immigrant groups near
the Mediterranean sea (Higbee 57). The district of Le Panier has
been a center of trade and commerce for centuries and
has always prided itself on being the gateway between France
and North Africa. Le Panier is particularly interesting for its
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name which means ‘‘basket’’ in French. Un Panier de salade
[a basket of salad] has often been used to denote the ‘‘Salad
Bowl’’ which multiethnic French citizens claim is the rightful
way to describe the multicultural makeup of contemporary
France. Le Panier has always housed the majority of dock-
workers of MarseilleFthe working classFwhere North Afri-
cans live juxtaposed to white communities, integrated into the
economy since the early 1970s. As scholar Will Higbee suggests,
Ismail’s uncle has worked on the docks for years and clearly
demonstrates Dridi’s commitment to showing the French public
that North Africans have and continue to contribute to the
economy of France by holding stable jobs and paying taxes. The
little drug dealing and delinquency portrayed in the film take
place out in the banlieues on the peripheries and within
marginalized spaces of the ‘‘outside’’ ghettos (Higbee 55).
‘‘Dridi is careful to avoid any stereotypical representations of
Maghrebian immigrant populations and their descendants’’ as
he moves the positive non-delinquent side of banlieue life into
the mainstream (Higbee 55).

Dridi further problematizes ethnic identity affiliations
through Mouloud, the younger of the two brothers. The young
boy refuses to go back to the father’s bled in Tunisia, thus
overtly shunning the patriarchal homeland image his family has
perpetually transmited to him. He also challenges the Beur
identity he views as a label that has been coopted by the French
mainstream. Mouloud reflects a growing trend among young
people of Maghrebian immigrant families. Where once the term
‘‘Beur’’ was hailed as a form of ‘‘empowering self affirmation,’’
it is now rejected by Maghrebian-French teenagers who
condemn it for having been coopted and exploited by main-
stream France (Higbee 59).9 The universal, human sentiments
built around guilt, responsibility and finding one’s place in
French society are the themes the director portrays to his
audience. Mouloud’s rejection of labels from immigrant
communities, racist groups from the far right, and the French
mainstream are most evident in a scene in which the young boy
sings a rap song he has written for his brother. The song’s title
‘‘Beur pourri’’ which translates as ‘‘rotten Beur’’ or, on another
level as ‘‘butter gone bad,’’ promotes Dridi’s commitment to
condemning the identity ambiguity in which the Beurs are
caught and which continues to stigmatize them. The refrain of
Mouloud’s song goes, ‘‘ne m’appelle pas Beur, car ce mot
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m’écœure’’ [‘‘don’t call me Beur, that word makes me sick’’]
(Higbee 59).

At the end of the film, the last fleeting images show the
brothers leaving Marseille in ‘‘search of a new future in an
undetermined location’’ mainly because of threats from local
racist gangs (Higbee 51). After driving all night, Ismail stops to
phone his parents in Tunisia. One last time the question of
whether or not to send Mouloud back to the homeland or to let
him remain in France, is raised. They stop at a place
overlooking the sea (because their car breaks down). As the
brothers stand on the cliffs with a view of the Mediterranean,
Mouloud tries to convince Ismail to continue driving on to
Spain. Ismail responds to his brother’s pleas, ‘‘Why live in
Spain?’’ Dridi’s message is clear, it is up to Mouloud and Ismail
to remain and carve out their own place in France. Yet, in more
universal terms, the director wants us to realize that remaining
in France depends ‘‘largely on the willingness of both French
and North African peoples to positively embrace the hybridity
of Maghrebian-French youth’’ (Higbee 64). In the closing scenes
of the film we see Ismail throw his car keys into the sea, thus
symbolically and concretely rooting him and his brother on
French soil.

Contemporary French hip-hop culture’s music and films
demonstrate how the urban multiethnic communities of
France are being reconstructed to bring the voice of the
disconnected into the mainstream. As these artistic modes
exemplify, France’s identity is no longer rooted in the
tenets of assimilationist theory which marginalize ethnic
minorities on the peripheries of Franc� ais-de-souche culture.
France’s contemporary population is one that must promote a
new view of identity based on the coexistence of many
differences which are in constant flux and motion, incessantly
adding to its whole the multicultural and multiethnic groups
that have come to be housed on its shores. The contemporary
French identity is one that, in the words of cultural
theorist Anthony Giddens, ‘‘must continually integrate events
which occur in the external world, and sort them into the
ongoing ‘story’ about the self ’’ (Giddens 54). Home is
where one eats one’s bread, and that place is what Homi K.
Bhabha would call a third-hybrid-space where there lies
‘‘unresolved contradiction between culture and class’’ (Bhabha
40). Within the hybridized space, this in between milieu, the
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Beurs seek to negotiate new identities for themselves somewhere
between French and Other.

Notes

1The popularity of the far right has become more and more
evident certainly in the recent 2002 elections during which Jean-
Marie Le Pen won a majority vote (19%) over socialist Lionel
Jospin.

2Leı̈la Houari, Zeida de nulle part, Paris: L’Harmattan, 1985.
3Verlen is more than simple ‘‘backwards’’ talk or pig-Latin. It is

a complicated system of word manipulation. Words that can be
‘‘verlenized’’ are usually two syllable words such as: femme (meuf ),
pourri (ripoux), bizarre (zarbi), etc.

4Of course the word play incites a plethora of sociopolitical jokes
particularly among extreme right voters. Jokes such as ‘‘too much
beur is bad for France’s cholesterol,’’ are endemic in conservative
newspapers.

5Paraphrased from Parler au Quotidien. Les Archives Inofficielles,
Web site: http://www.chilton.com/paq/archive/PAQ-97-199.html

6 «Quand tu comprends que tes parents ont été colonisés par le
pays où tu vis, sans qu’on t’en parle jamais, ni à l’école ni à la maison.
Quand tu ne vois jamais de Français venir chez toi, et que ta famille
n’est jamais reçue chez des Français, quand ton père n’est pas
respecté au guichet de la poste, ou qu’un fonctionnaire se permet de
se moquer de ta mère parce qu’elle ne maı̂trise pas bien la grammaire,
quand tous les jours on te fait sentir que tu es de trop, cela crée un
contentieux de plus en plus lourd. Avant de tourner une page,
il faut l’écrire et la lire. » Special report, written by Gilles Anquetil,
Caroline Brizard, Alain Chouffan, Sophie des Déserts, Martine
Gilson, Agathe Logeart, Robert Marmoz, Elsa Vigoureux, and
Fanny Weiersmüller, Le Nouvel Observateur, Nov. 1-7, 2001: 4-12, 9.

7 « Je suis français, formaté par l’école républicaine. Je suis un
jeune Maghrébin qui mixe ses deux langues, l’arabe et le français.
Voilà, je suis un musulman made in France! » –Kim, Diskjockey de
Beur FM. Son émission du dimanche soir, «Mégaraı̈party » (Le
Nouvel Observateur, Nov. 1-7, 2001, 9).

8Since the Third Republic’s reformation of the French school
system, Jean de La Fontaine has figured prominently in grade school
curriculum. Rote memorization of his poems are essential in French
literature courses. Most French people can recite at least one poem by
La Fontaine in its entirety.
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9Dridi himself views the word as counter-productive since it has
been significantly stigmatized by the French media. In an interview he
states that his film’s intention is to ‘‘allow for a more universal
spectator identification with the characters of North African origin’’
(Higbee 59).
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